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Criteria Definition Maximum Points 

Major Criteria    

 Contribution and argument 
(quality of research and 
analysis, originality) 

50 40 

 Research question 
(definition of objectives, 
plausibility of hypotheses) 

15 13 

 Theoretical framework 
(methods relevant to the 
research question)  

15 13 

Total  80 66 

Minor Criteria    

 Sources, literature 10 8 

 Presentation (language, 
style, cohesion) 

5 4 

 Manuscript form (structure, 
logical coherence, layout, 
tables, figures) 

5 5 

Total  20 17 

    

TOTAL  100 83 

 
Reviewer’s commentary according to the above criteria: 
 
The thesis elaborates on a highly relevant and timely topic of sustainable practices and 
how those may be motivated by ideas of solidarity. The author first introduces the topic, 
then review the use of the concept in philosophy and sociology, and then applies it to the 
climate mitigation actions in Germany. He concludes with concrete suggestions offered by 
Social Solidarity Economics. 
 
The thesis is solid in its opening part (chapters 1 and 2), but the discussed concepts are 
not applied further well. First of all, after the review of solidarity thinking, the reader would 
like to see some critical reflection on this review – what the author considers relevant for 
further thinking. Chapter 3 deals with the empirical evidence of (lack) of solidarity in 
Germany regarding climate change, but the selected indicators do not reveal the current 
situation. Both the ecological footprint and carbon dioxide equivalents are aggregate 
measures that conceal micro trends and choices of individuals and communities. We 
cannot conclude who is being solidary and how “community spirit” impact their choices. I 
agree that the pace of change is inadequate. Still, I see many positive trends that are not 
immediately reflected in aggregate country-wide measures (major industries, 
constructions, etc., drive that). Also, in line with your definition of climate solidarity, it is a 



question of what is “within one’s possibilities”. The fourth chapter is, more than anything 
else, an exercise in wishful thinking. To paraphrase the argument, we need more 
individuals and companies to believe in sustainability to have more people acting this way. 
Isn’t it a trivial conclusion? 
 
In my view, the main limitation of the thesis is not considering three essential dimensions 
of the climate discussion. First, climate change is a global problem, and the actions of 
Germany alone (even if perfect) would not solve the crisis. We need solidarity across 
countries (at least all major economies). How would solidarity, which is partial and 
exclusive, work on the international level? Second, an essential part of the debate 
(reflected directly in the definition of sustainable development) is inter-generational 
solidarity or justice. How do ideas like the “7th generation principle” fit your argument of 
using solidarity to motivate sustainable actions? And thirdly, the discussion focuses on 
mitigating climate change. But the global debate now is equally often about adaptations 
and the way countries of the Global North should contribute to adaptation measures in 
other countries (based on historical responsibility) – how would the solidarity framework 
change this debate? 
 
As regards formal criteria, the thesis is well written, and the structure reflects the argument 
well. But it should be said that the argumentation is way better in the first two chapters of 
the thesis; in the latter parts, the argument is often not that clear when applying the ideas. 
The thesis uses a good number of sources, but there are ideas where references are 
missing. The thesis would benefit from a higher number of (especially primary) sources. 
 
The thesis deals with an important topic, and the author shows the ability to engage with 
the complex topic. The thesis is strong regarding the discussed concept, but its application 
is limited (namely, it does not reflect some crucial aspects of the climate debate which are 
directly connected to the studied question). But those are relatively advanced points. I do 
not hesitate to recommend the thesis for defence. 
 
Proposed grade: B 
 
Suggested questions for the defence are:  

• How would solidarity, which is partial and exclusive, work on the international level? 
Would the German we-ness and collective spirit be constructive concerning global 
solidarity, or could it hinder the global actions? 

• How do ideas like the “7th generation principle” fit your argument of using solidarity 
to motivate sustainable actions? 

 
I recommend the thesis for final defence.  
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Overall grading scheme at FSV UK: 

TOTAL POINTS GRADE Quality standard 

91 – 100 A = outstanding (high honor) 

81 – 90 B = superior (honor) 

71 – 80 C = good 

61 – 70 D = satisfactory  

51 – 60 E = low pass at a margin of failure 

0 – 50 F = failing. The thesis is not recommended for defence.  
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